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Despite being surrounded by burgeoning technological advancements, Recruitment remains a
predominantly labour intensive practice and profession. Manual administrative procedures, natural
human error from the sheer amount of individuals often involved in the Recruitment cycle along with
far too frequent examples of limited comprehension of new technologies, protocols and legislation all
invariably and inconveniently dovetail to present time-consuming hurdles in the Recruitment process.
Amidst all this stands the significant and constant imperative of implementing advanced, up to date
Technology for Recruiters. Whether storing and accessing vast and vital candidate and client
information, or providing a user-friendly registration and application interface for potential placements,
technology in Recruitment will continue to be utilised and updated to enhance delivery capabilities on
multiple levels.
2017 - The Year of IoT and of Trump and of Brexit – both palpably predictable prior to their outcome.
2017 will also conspicuously herald an inevitable major transitory period throughout the ‘workspace’.
Sectors will be disrupted and newly created opportunities will come into the fray. Recruiters can take
something from Morgan Stanley’s own proclamation that 2017 is the year for the Internet of Things; the
ability to connect all the dots, the canvass, closing, the specification, closing, the resourcing, closing,
the interview, closing, the close, closing, the placement and the celebration. All of these are separate
parts of a recruitment process, however all need to be connected and synchronised for ultimate
success. THE Major shift in our Recruitment practice will come from Technology. Not only how
technology is used by recruiters but in its shaping of prospects and the jobs landscape itself. Whilst
many professions will inevitably become obsolete, completely new professionals will emerge.
Preparation is key and for Recruitment agencies unequivocally and inevitably immersing further into
this ‘techno-human’ society it may pay to reflect on the words of the great British Rugby Lion, Willie
John McBride MBE - ‘Get your retaliation in first.’ !!
As an award winning dedicated recruitment software provider, KEYAPPS can enable recruiters to
connect and retain engagement with candidates and clients through our advanced, stylish and synced
digital platforms. From candidate profiling technology to in-app work scheduling of availability and
assignments, KEYAPPS continues to bridge all the elements of Recruitment’s key processes through
our advancing Recruitment software.

The Evolving JOBS Landscape
KeyApps explores points from the Singularity University Global Summit; the emerging workforce of the
‘4th Industrial Revolution’ and what the ‘Silicon Valley Think Tank’ terms ‘ The Exponential Age’;

‘’In 2006, the Blockbuster board got together and said ‘do you know anyone using Netflix.’…… Look how
that worked out.’’ Gary Vaynerchuk
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Impact on JOBS & Recruitment
What does all this mean for recruitment and or the jobs recruiters will be recruiting for? For a start,
technological changes will impact every part of society and in a relatively short space of time;
‘’Technology is moving faster than ever’’. New Jobs will be created whilst older traditional forms of
employment will disappear entirely. Some researchers estimate within two decades up to 80% of all
current jobs will cease to exist. The signals are clear - major social, economic, cultural and
environmental changes are afoot. Recruiters will be required to identify with such transitions and seek
tools available to stay ahead of competitors. Indeed’s own recent analytics ‘serve to strengthen the
notion’ of a war for talent, with recruiters battling over an evaporating pool of qualified and relevant
professionals. In tune with this changing recruitment landscape, recruiters will need to tap into all
available channels to meet such developments head on. Software cannot and never will replace the
human connection vital to making recruitment what it truly is - a ‘people sport’ - but it can help equip
recruiters to be better at it!

‘‘One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No Machine can do the work of one extraordinary
man’’; Elliot Hubbard
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